In the summer of 1924, between the composition of the two versions of The Plumed Serpent, Lawrence wrote three stories that were profoundly influenced by his Mexican and New Mexican experiences: 'St Mawr', 'The Woman Who Rode Away' and 'The Princess'. The last two of these stories narrate journeys that epitomise, to the most extreme degree, the perils of cultural difference and of the desire that drives the white protagonist to encounter it. The heroine of one story is sacrificed by a tribe of Mexican Indians; the other heroine is raped by a 'Spanish' New Mexican guide (whose ethnicity, like that of Don Ramon in The Plumed Serpent, is, however, ambiguous) and becomes at least temporarily deranged.
I use the word 'heroine' very deliberately. These stories can be, and certainly have been, considered as misogynist fantasies. Apart from the fates of the heroines, the narrative tone adopted towards them is often derogatory. The element of misogyny in them is an aspect of their scandalous power. As I have remarked several times in this study, the protagonists of Lawrence's New World fiction are invariably female, and I have suggested that this is because the encounter between European consciousness and the indigenous other is partly an imaginative recapitulation of the relationship between his 'paleface' mother and 'aboriginal Englishman' father. Resentment against the mother and an associated, more generalised anti-feminism infiltrate and colour the ostensibly quite different ideological impulse, especially in 'The Woman Who Rode Away', to represent the 'historically based aspirations and claims on the present' 1 of indigenous peoples at the expense of the white. with himself, and these stories owe their fullest imaginative effect to the fact that Lawrence was capable of making such characters, as he said of the heroine of The Lost Girl, the lodging place of 'the questing soul' which 'moves towards reunion with the dark half of humanity'. 2 They are at once other to the author and his representatives. The motivation for the heroines' dangerous journeys is in both cases described as 'madness', in one case that of a 'foolish romanticism' (WWRA 42), in the other of 'obstinacy' (StM 172). In both cases, however, the word 'madness' partakes of the dialogism that characterises these narratives. When, as she gives herself into the power of the Chilchui Indians, the unnamed heroine of 'The Woman Who Rode Away' is described as under 'the spell of the madness that was on her' (WWRA 46), the word echoes an earlier description of her as 'crazy': 'The woman made her crazy plans. Of late, to break the monotony of her life, she had harassed her husband into letting her go riding with him . . . . Here the words 'crazy' and 'harassed' represent the point of view (and in the former case the idiom) of the woman's unromantic DutchAmerican husband, a silver-mine owner in the Sierra Madre. That she should desire to escape from the 'shut-in . . . dead . . . hopeless' (WWRA 39) and materialistic world to which her husband has brought her is however perfectly understandable, and her journey is an imaginative version of that which drove Lawrence himself from the materialism of European civilisation. In the case of Dollie Urquhart, the heroine of 'The Princess', Lawrence writes of her determination to ride into the mountains, 'an obstinacy characteristic of her nature, an obstinacy tinged perhaps with madness, had taken hold of her' (StM 172). 'Perhaps' is a frequent dialogic marker in Lawrence's prose, a withholding of final commitment to the judgement. Again, what Dollie desires does not seem at all mad, but characteristic of a Lawrentian hero(ine): 'She wanted to look over the mountains into their secret heart. She wanted to descend to the cabin below the spruce trees, near the tarn of bright green water. She wanted to see the wild animals move about in their wild unconsciousness' (StM 172-73). 'Madness' signifies, in both cases, the determination to travel beyond the boundaries of the known, and to face the risks that such a journey entails.
In the essay 'Indians and Entertainment', written during the same summer as these stories, Lawrence wrote that white people 'can understand the consciousness of the Indian only in terms of the death of our consciousness' (MM 88: see my discussion of this in Chapter 3, pp. 86-87). On her journey the heroine of 'The Woman Who Rode Away' feels 'like a woman who has died and passed beyond . . . a great crash at the centre
